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Dartford District
Personal Details:
Name:

Theo Hodges

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Local resident of Darenth

Comment text:
I am a resident of village of Darenth (or Lanes End). I agree that Bean and Darenth need a
separate representative. I noticed that your draft proposals for the new Darenth ward do not
include the Darenth County Park, or the site of the old Mabledon Hospital with puzzlement. Darenth
County Park is on the east of Gore Hill, immediately north of the A2 but south of the Darenth Park
development. Including the County Park would only involve around 4 houses around the Gore
Hill/Green St Green Road roundabout. But that would make sense of the title 'Darenth County Park',
if it remained in Darenth ward. Bean has its own separate County Park within the Bean ward. The
residents of Darenth greatly enjoy Darenth County Park for its walks, playground, historical
monuments and graveyards, treasure hunts, and similar events. Even more important to the identity
of Darenth, is the fate of the site of the old Mableton Hospital, as it runs along Green St Green
Road to the east, but immediately to the south of the A2 . I don't know what stage is the building
plans have reached, but plans were approved to build a crematorium on that site a few years ago.
This application effects the residents of Darenth ward a good deal, especially as houses along
Coombfield Drive and Green St Green Road go right alongside the site of the old hospital. This was
demonstrated particularly well, when the planning consultation was held in Waller Park, in Wood
Lane. It was packed with residents from Darenth and Lane End. But not residents of Darenth Village
Park development or Bean! It seems a perverse decision is include that site in Bean Ward, because
the site is surrounded by woodland or the A2 and has no obvious connection to the Darenth Village
Park development or Bean. Also, the residents of Darenth use paths around Darenth Woods and
Ladies' Wood a great deal. In fact, Ladywood Road and Wood Lane both end in a path to these
woodlands. A great many of houses in Coombfield Drive have direct access to these woods, as well.
Residents of Bean or the Darenth Village Park development can't reach this woodland at all easily,
because all the paths lead from the village of Darenth (or Lanes End) as the A2 and the steep
inclines is a barrier. It is an odd decision to set the boundaries of the ward around the end of
Coombfield Drive and Ladywood Road, because to include the woodlands in the boundaries of
Darenth ward won't include any houses. In fact, no houses are likely to built on the steep
woodlands for a good many reasons (close to area of SSI, lack of access, home of protected
species etc) at any time. I propose the boundaries include the limits of Darenth County Park to the
north of the A2. That to say, the north roundabout on Gore Road/Darenth Park Avenue, to the west
Gore Road and to the south connecting up with the revised boundaries of Darenth ward (please see
below), and finally to the east, the limit of the Darenth Park Village development. Then south of the
A2, to the north eastern boundary include Ladies' Wood and Darenth Woods (backing on to
Coombfield Drive and including the whole of Wood Lane, even where it is an unadopted road or
path), for the benefit of residents to make sure that any proposal developments of the area
between the south east of the A2 and/or the surrounding woodland had a local councillor to speak
for them.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12456
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Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helen Telfer
27 March 2018 17:40
reviews
Dartford boundaries

I would like to register my support in keeping the Brent ward boundary down the middle of Gore Road, Dartford,
Kent
Helen Telfer
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark
08 April 2018 13:48
reviews
Submission on the draft recommendations for new electoral arrangements for Dartford Borough
Council.

To the Local Government Boundary Commission for England.
I am making this submission in my own right as a life long resident of
Dartford. However for transparency I would highlight I am a current
Councillor for Joyce Green Ward on Dartford Borough Council. I worked
on the Labour Group submission you received and considered.
A formal response on the draft recommendations is also likely from the
Labour Group. I also wished to submit some of my own considerations.
I have aimed to structure area by area using the same order as the draft
recommendations and have concentrated on making new comments as
much as possible as opposed to reiterating what we as a Labour Group
have previously submitted.
North‐eastern area
Greenhithe & Knockhall
This area is possibly the most complex in the Borough with a real
variety of proposals having been submitted. In relation to the proposed
Greenhithe and Knockhall Ward I would like to lobby again that the
commission look to create 2 separate wards here based on the areas of
Ingress Park and Knockhall.
The area of Knockhall is a community of homes dating mainly from the
Victorian and pre war era. It has faced a number of infrastructure
challenges over recent times and many residents would see themselves
as surrounded by and negatively affected by the large scale
development that has happened in the surrounding areas. The
community is less London commuter based in its demographic and
would have higher % of housing benefit recipients. I believe strongly
this community if canvassed would look for recognition of it’s own
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identity and its own representation at Borough Council. It undoubtedly
considers itself currently to be negatively impacted by the Ingress and
Ebbsfleet developments. Representing the interests and concerns of
both Ingress and Knockhall communities would be very difficult for any
Councillor.
The Ingress Park Development completed its first phase in 2001 and
the majority of residents in this area have moved to Dartford in the last
10‐15 years, many from London Boroughs. Much like the Bridge
development this community is well defined by the recent
developments and the aspirations of those who live here. I believe that
the overall aim of your remit to reflect community identity is to try and
ensure that every possible community experience is represented in the
overall make up of our Borough Council. In this area this is best served
by separate representation. I appreciate this contradicts the local
residents association view but it is the very act of including Knockhall
in with the Thames Waterfront Priority Area that is likely to lead to the
areas distinct concerns not being reflected at a Borough level.
Ebbsfleet
Additionally I note the Ebbsfleet Ward is proposed not to include the
Bluewater Retail Park. The main reason for its inclusion is that as the
Ebbsfleet development has unfolded many efforts are being made to
link the community to Bluewater. Cycle paths and pedestrian routes are
being integrated at each stage of development. These are connections
that Bluewater has never had or is likely to have with Stone. The reason
for this move is one of Parish boundaries however these are also
undergoing review and as no residents would be affected this would
suggest a simple change to the Parish boundary would be more
appropriate. I know this is not part of this commissions remit but an
acknowledgement that there is no other reason for the move may be
helpful.
North‐western area
The individual communities in this area of the Borough are more clearly
defined and this is well reflected in the commissions draft
recommendations. The proposals for Bridge, Temple Hill, Newtown,
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Princes & Heath mean ward boundaries will mirror residents own
experience of living in their communities in our Borough.
West Hill
As a group we proposed the division of the existing West Hill Ward into
2 wards divided by the A226. As with all our proposals this was based
on the communities we recognise. The area around Shepherds Lane is
dominated by the two Grammar School’s. The houses predominately
date back to pre 1914 and the local infrastructure and amenities mean
that local travel patterns in the area are mainly in the direction of Town
and Princes.
The A226 is a significant boundary because there is little by way of
infrastructure and amenities that encourages regular movement
between the two areas. However it was very difficult as an opposition
group to get officer support to ensure our variances were strong. These
2 areas although distinct do not have as strong a separate sense of
identity as I have just argued for Knockhall and Ingress.
Town (Burnham, Burroughs & Dartford Central)
The area of Town was perhaps the area where all of the different
submissions you received failed to adequately describe the
communities that exist. Having seen the Councils submission on the
draft recommendations that you will receive I note they have argued
that Town is defined by its height above sea level and the fact that if it is
separated into individual,wards it will be to the economic detriment of
some areas.
I am sure from your visit you will agree the area may be in a valley but
it is not in any way defined by it. Which ever Ward combination is
adopted will not define the economic prosperity of those wards.
Our original group proposal was based initially on our own experience
in the current Town Ward. This current area is already 2 very distinct
communities. The area we defined as Burnham is separated from the
Town by the railway line. The majority of the housing is between the
wars and the area is a community with a distinct identity probably
based to some extent on that separation from Dartford. Transport and
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road links are such that much of the community are as likely to travel to
Crayford, Erith or Bluewater to shop. The area has its own school, an
industrial estate and the concerns of the community are the M25,
possible developments in neighbouring Bexley, congestion and
residential parking.
This community (one which I lived in for many years)will be very
poorly served by being merged with a Town Ward whose
representatives priorities should be focused on the regeneration of our
town centre and the Lowfield Street development. I would strongly
urge the commission to reconsider the inclusion of a Burnham Ward.
The town centre community is less family orientated, with a younger
demographic more likely to commute and this separation is expected to
become more marked as plans for the town centre are realised. It is
currently quite transient and because of that an area difficult to canvass
and truly understand residents concerns. In many respects a
representative of the town centre is as much representing our town
businesses as they are individual residents.
We agreed with the extension along Lowfield Street to include this
development because we see this development as defining the future
identity of our town centre.
The Ward we defined as Burroughs was a more difficult decision. This
area is surrounded by two well established communities in Temple Hill
and Burnham and again separated from the Town by the railway line.
As a resident I can highlight the traditional community that would
associate with the area is Temple Hill. However the large scale
development there has created a community that is not integrated to
Temple Hill. It is also far from clear that it is going to be a community of
young London commuters as is envisaged for the Lowfield Street
development.
The issues that have started to be raised by residents in this area are
around things directly related to the development and the immediate
community. It is my belief that again this community as it grows and
looks to develop its identity is best represented individually. I am
concerned that merger with central Dartford during a time of much
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focus on our town centre and Lowfield Street will mean no sense of
community is formed here. A Burroughs Ward is an opportunity to
create an identity for this new development.
South‐western area
Wilmington & Hawley
In this area the only comment I would like to make here is with regard
the proposed Hawley and Wilmington Ward. As a current resident in
Hawley I can assure you there is no natural link between Hawley and
Wilmington. The reason it was in both the Labour and Council
proposals was because it was impossible to find an alternative option
that protected the community identity of Sutton‐at‐Hone and Hawley
whilst giving any semblance of electoral equality. It would be good if
this was acknowledged in your final report in case in the future
electoral equality might favour reintroducing wards that reflect the
Parish.
South‐eastern area
Brent (Fleetdown)
My main concern in this area is that parish boundaries are preventing
us getting Borough wards that properly represent communities. This
seems particularly disappointing when a review of the Parish
boundaries is under way and changes could be negotiated to ensure the
best match. The area of Fleetdown particularly has distinct issues
around its relationship with our local hospital (staff parking), it’s
isolation during the regular periods of traffic congestion and resident
parking. It also has a strong sense of community around its local school,
community centre and library. I hope you can review the
recommendation in relation to Fleetdown.
I am happy to discuss any of these comments if you require and can be
contacted as below.
Thank you in advance for your consideration.
Mark Maddison
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Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dave Miles
19 March 2018 17:15
reviews
Parish Boundary Review

Dear Sirs,
I write in connection with the above matter and confirm our support for the boundary to be amended.
The current boundary between the Fleet Estate and Darenth Parish is historical and provides no benefit for
those of us who live on the Estate. The roads such as Weardale Avenue feel a greater connection with the
Brent Ward and support the local shops, community centre and school etc. There appears to be no
evidence that Darenth Parish Council operate within this small section of Dartford.
The boundary should be rationalised to represent the modern day, geographical and practical division
between the two areas. It is my understanding that in some location the current boundary cuts through
individual properties (which is a nonsense)
Yours Faithfully
David Miles
Susan Miles
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Dear Sir or Madam,

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY COMMSSION CONSULTATION:
WARD BOUNDARIES FOR DARTFORD: SUTTON-AT-HONE AND HAWLEY
We are writing with regard to the proposed Ward Boundary changes and wish to lodge an
objection to the proposal to change the administrative boundary so that the residents of Hawley
would become part of a ‘Wilmington and Hawley’ ward, rather than remain with Sutton-at-Hone.
From your document, New electoral arrangements for Dartford Borough Council, Draft
recommendations (January 2018), in Paragraph 99, the council proposed “an expansion of an
existing ward, which merges well-established communities which are integrated and have more
community links than the current arrangements.”
We have lived on the fringe of the most densely populated part of Hawley for over 30 years and,
despite being at the end of the Sutton-at-Hone ribbon settlement, we feel a natural connection.
The community of Wilmington is geographically much further away and less accessible, especially
if you do not have your own transport. When we moved to the area, we approached both
communities, but were welcomed and accepted by Sutton-at-Hone.
We have seen no evidence of, nor experienced any community links with Wilmington. We do not
receive communications regarding events, activities or community initiatives and, in
conversations, we are designated as being from Hawley, i.e. a different community. Admittedly,
we had to be proactive in order to integrate with the community of Sutton-at-Hone but, with
Play and Pre-schools, a Primary school, clubs and societies, Church, Library, village halls and
shops, we have succeeded in being part of active and well-established community.
To consider the prospect of being governed by and linked with a Parish Council and community,
with which we have no current association, and more so to an area that would appear to now
include all of Wilmington, can only further isolate the residents of Hawley. Currently, we are
unaware of any facilities that are shared between Hawley and Wilmington. Wilmington works
well as a community, so there is little incentive to include a new satellite hamlet within its remit.
In Paragraph 100, the Council initially divided the parish along the M25 as it considers “it
provides a strong physical boundary in this area and that the remainder of the parish which is
primarily Hawley village to the north of the M25, should be included in the same ward as
Wilmington parish as it shares similar community interests.”
I acknowledge this proposal may not be adopted but if the M25 is considered ‘a strong physical
boundary’ why is the A2 not considered in the same context as a barrier to Wilmington? This
road, where it crosses the A225, along with the fields between Hawley and Wilmington, whilst
being beautiful and a very welcoming part of the landscape, are a far more substantial physical
boundary between Wilmington and Hawley. Residents who do not drive or are unable to walk far
will be completely isolated if the social hub of their community is moved to Wilmington.
Furthermore, we do not share any community interests with Wilmington parish.

In Paragraph 101, the ‘community identity’ of Maypole and Heath Side has been considered and
proposals amended (Paragraph 106). However, that of Sutton-at-Hone and Hawley has not being
considered in the same light. Sutton-at-Hone and Hawley villages have co-existed for hundreds of
years; where is the evidence that (Paragraph 102) “Hawley village shares a stronger community
link with the Wilmington area, rather than with the village of Sutton-at-Hone”?
There is no evidence of any benefits to the residents of either Hawley or Sutton-at-Hone by
making such a dramatic change to the boundaries. In fact, it would have a substantial negative
effect on the Hawley community and, at the very least, a compromising impact on Sutton-atHone, by severing the strong links that currently exist between these two settlements and
imposing a new (as there is no evidence of a stronger community link) tie with Wilmington.
Paragraph 104 refers to a recommendation to retain “a larger proportion of Wilmington
councillors”. Although this appears not to have been supported, even with equal representation
Hawley will be at a considerable disadvantage trying to integrate with an existing, self-contained
and well-established Parish Council.
If indeed there is a need to consider Hawley geographically and its community needs, the natural
divide would actually appear to be the few houses immediately north of the A2 bridge crossing
the A225; an area that I am sure is thought by many to be in Wilmington already. The major part
of Hawley is very much a part of the Sutton-at-Hone community.
This document reads purely as a cost-cutting exercise, where councillor seats and boundary
changes are taking precedence over and ignoring the well-being and social interests of two
villages that have successfully integrated over many, many years.

In conclusion, for the reasons stated above, we wish to lodge our objection to the proposed
boundary changes in relation to Hawley.

Yours faithfully,
Rob and Marj Mitchell

3/22/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Dartford District
Personal Details:
Name:

Daniel O'NEILL

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I support the creation of an Ebbsfleet ward and would suggest a new postcode for the area (no
longer sharing with Swanscombe and other surrounding areas) which would further create a sense
of community for the new ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12391
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Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

hazel.thompson
28 March 2018 22:04
reviews
Ward boundary

Hi
We would like to confirm that we wish for the ward boundary for the Brent ward to remain down the middle of
Gore Rd thus permitting residents to vote on Fleet Estate.
Thanks
Hazel & Fred Thompson

Sent from my Samsung device
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Dartford District
Personal Details:
Name:

Gillian Williams

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live on the Fleet Estate side of Gore Road and would prefer to remain in Brent Ward and vote on
the Fleet Estate

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12385
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Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lyn Woodham
06 April 2018 12:42
reviews
Dartford boundary

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to give my support to the people of Gore Road, Dartford, to keep the Brent Ward
boundary down the middle of Gore Road.
Mrs Linda Woodham
http://www.lgbce.org.uk/all-reviews/south-east/kent/dartford
Sent from my iPad
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